EN

Your body is back
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YOU R E NE R GY

With WINBACK’s energy you can offer:

+ MORE EXPERTISE

Increase the power of your therapeutic actions.

+ BETTER RESULTS

Get results with your patients from the first session.

+ MORE INNOVATION

WINBACK’s team help you to innovate by understanding what you need.

+ MORE RECOGNITION

Become part of a network of experts known for their therapeutic results.

WINBACK /

WINBACK’s energy is acclaimed by thousands of patients and high level sports
people for its therapeutic benefits, and has become a reference with more
than 500 centres throughout the world becoming equipped with it in less
than 2 years.

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

MINIMUM SIZE
FOR MAXIMUM EFFECT
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WINBACK /

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

ENERGY

WINBACK INNOVATION
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What if your expertise became one with WINBACK’s energy?
We have the answer: WINBACK’s energy gives you easy handling with intuitive functionality.
You concentrate on what you are doing and the energy follows the smallest gestures you make,
offering a treatment that is unequalled for comfort and flexibility.
The secret of WINBACK’s energy is in the way it can increase the intensity of your massage and
get to deep seated conditions which are deemed to be unreachable.
The results of your treatment will impress your patients and surprise you.

WINBACK /

YOU R E NE R GY

EXPERTISE
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2X

REHABILITATION

FASTER (1)

You can offer your patients re-education
that is faster, more comfortable and pain
free.

1 GET RID OF PAIN
WINBACK’s energy blocks transmission of pain-related
information for more than 48 hours. Your patient will have
a sense of well-being and will relax, so your massage will be
more effective.

2 FREE UP MOVEMENT
WINBACK’s energy releases tension (contractures, oedema,
and fibrosis) by local revascularisation. You only need 2
minutes of effort to relieve a deep-seated contracture. Energy
begins to re-circulate in the damaged tissue, and the patient
gets back his range of movement.

The energy accelerates the body’s auto-repair system by
encouraging sustainable intra and extra cellular exchanges.
The improvements from your treatment will last after the
session.

WINBACK /

ENERGY

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

3 SPEED UP INJURY HEALING

(1 ) Earnings twice as fast on the rotator cuff rehabilitation. The winback energy comes from technology “ TECAR “ a term used by the scientific studies
since 1995. TECAR therapy . New tendinopathy of the rotator cuff : our experience. Sanguedolce G. , C. Venza , P. Cataldo , G. Mauro Letizia - Chairman
of physical medicine and rééducation- University of Palermo . September 2009
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WINBACK’S ENERGY:
A physiological bio-accelerator
WINBACK’s energy uses a high frequency current, ranging between 300 KHz and 1 MHz. It accelerates
“natural regeneration” in the biological tissue. The low level of energy means it is totally non-invasive and
100% natural for the human body.

ACCELERATED
HEALING

97%
EFFECTIVE

(1)

WINBACK’s energy produces an ion flow with
extremely rapid electrical oscillations in the
cellular environment. These oscillations will
make the plasma membrane permeable, which
in turn encourages intra and extra cellular
exchanges and more rapid healing of tissue.

IMMEDIATE AND
LASTING PAIN RELIEF

81%
EFFECTIVE

(2)

WINBACK’s energy inhibits the transmission
of pain-related messages for at least 48 hours.
This is due to the energy oscillations which
interrupt the classic pain signal exchanges
(hyperpolarisation, depolarization). The
sensory impulses are interrupted and the
patient feels relief immediately.

WINBACK /
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ACCELERATED
DRAINAGE
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6X
QUICKER (3)

If Winback’s energy is increased, the natural
resistance of biological tissues will change the
energy into heat (diathermy) which will use the
circulatory system (vascular and lymphatic)
to thermo regulate the targeted part of the
body. The localised increase in heat will force
vascularisation of restricted zones (fibrosis,
contracture) and free up movement.

NO CONS -INDICATION
ON THE OSTEO SYNTHETIC
MATERIAL
Cons -indications and precautionary principles
Transplant, pacemakers and artificial organs,
pregnancy, bleeding disorder , insensitivity to
temperature changes , burn, infection, cancer, growth
cartilage , hypotension , phlebitis, insensitivity to pain.

(1) 6 sessions , 97% EFFICIENCY On The Muscle and joint disorders . Effective therapies that reduce healing time: Evaluation of the effect of multifrequency capacitive diathermy treatment. S. Piolani, A. Soldadi, F. Speziale, P. Bonifacci, T. Cuzzani, M. Scacchetti, A. Marsotti, S. Alberti, M. Cagnani, R.
Marzovillo, A. Garvalli, G. Poletti. Sport & Medicine. January – February 2009. Frequencies used 500, 750 and 1 MHz.
( 2) Study of Electric Transfer Clinic Hyperthermia pour lumbago treatment . Takahashi K , N Tsuzuki , K Zhong- SHI - Department of Orthopaedic
Surgery - Medical Center- J Saitama . Phys Ther. Sci 11: 45-51 , 1999. Used frequency 650 KHz.
(3) T.E.C.A.R therapy . Treatment of postoperative femoral fracture. A. TERRANOVA , G. VERMIGLIO , S. ARENA , A. Ciccio , S. DI DIO1 Mr. VERMIGLIO Vol. 44 - Suppl . 1 to 3 EURO

What if you could target any tissue, no matter how deep?
Thanks to its CET and RET electrodes, WINBACK transfers energy into your patient’s body in a way that can
be local or global, superficial or deep. The Energy Transfer (TE) is born from the association between the
current High Frequency and electrodes: This Cet And Ret (CAR ) or TECAR .

LIGAMENT, JOINT,
TENDON…

WINBACK’S ENERGY +
WINBACK’s energy has a
variable frequency between
300 KHz and 1 MHz. The
studies show that:
- the higher the frequency the
more superficial its effect
- the lower the frequency the
deeper the effect

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

MUSCLE, FASCIA,
VISCERAL AND LYMPHATIC
VASCULAR...

HARD TISSUE = RET focuses energy on all
hard tissues such as joints, tendons and
bones. The action is poly -articular and deep.

WINBACK /

SOFT TISSUE = CET concentrates the energy
to the muscles and other tissues Fluid. The
action is localized surface or half deep (
DEEPCET )
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What if WINBACK’s energy
were 100% compatible with your treatments?
TECAR 1.0 = 1 MOBILE ELECTRODE + 1 FIX ELECTRODE

FIX ELECTRODE (RETURN PLATE)
Your second electrode is fixed in contact with
the patient. Electrode closes the electrical circuit
with the mobile Electrode.

WINBACK /

YOU R E NE R GY

MOBILE ELECTRODE (CET OU RET)
you drive the electrode mobile to multiply the
effect of your manual therapy. With CET mobile,
you act on soft tissue locally. mobile with RET, you
beam energy in deep on hard tissue.

10

All the dimensions of a massage in-depth.
The distance between the two electrodes is important and offers treatments over a large polyarticular
segment, such as the lower limbs. There is no doubt the patient is comfortable: lying on your massage table,
he is relaxed, which leaves you free to work deeply.

FLEX is an adhesive FIX electrode which replaces
the traditional return plate, FLEX sticks to the
patient’s skin which means you can have a more
dynamic treatment (mobilisation) or even treat
the patient away from a massage table. Each
FLEX electrode can be used for 5 to 6 treatments
on the same patient. It is submitted to the same
stringent hygiene standards as in hospital care.

Lower quadriceps adhesions: Your attentive hand
is transmitting Winback energy. You can rapidly
relieve tissue adhesions.

Seated postural load: Use Winback energy
while mobile by working on the deep muscles
or proprioceptive load for a faster more efficient
result.

WINBACK /

MyBACK Your hand replaces the MOBILE
electrode. Winback’s energy crosses your
hand and penetrates deeply into the patient.
Completely non-invasive, this technique offers
an exceptional experience where you feel the
energy’s effect directly…like when a contracture
is released under your hands after only a few
seconds. Unforgettable.

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

TECAR 1.0 : WINBACK’S +
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Winback’s innovation pluses
TECAR 2.0 = 2 FIX ELECTRODES (FIXED)

FIX ELECTRODES (CET OR RET)
Place a FIX electrode on the patient, leaving you
free to use both your hands.

FIX ELECTRODE (RETURN PLATE)
Like TECAR 1.0, the second FIX electrode is
placed on the patient and the electrical circuit is
closed with the mobile electrode.

TECAR 2.0 is WINBACK energy’s “Swiss army knife” - there are
so many ways to use it that it’s impossible to describe them all.
Here are 3 examples of typical treatments currently being used
by your colleagues.

SCAPULA MOBILISATION:

WINBACK /

YOU R E NE R GY

Under Winback’s targeted energy, both your hands are free to
move, massage, stretch…Winback’s energy adapts itself to the
pressure exerted on the tissue.
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NECK PAIN:

A new possibility, Winback’s energy is delivered by the
therapist’s hands. In a delicate area like the neck, both your
hands are free to adjust your manual mobilisation skills. If
you want more manoeuvrability with MyBACK then this
configuration is for you.

OSTEOARTHRITIS IN THE KNEE:

Winback’s energy is delivered progressively over 10 to 15
minutes without manual intervention, as part of an automated
treatment. Analgesic and vascular effects from the first minutes.

TECAR 3.0 = 2 MOBILE ELECTRODES

MOBILE ELECTRODES (CET OR RET)
CET, for working locally on soft tissue.
RET, deep transmission of energy in hard tissues.

MOBILE ELECTRODE (RETURN PLATE)
The second electrode replaces the FIX
electrode of Tecar 1.0 so you can manage the
energy in your hands.

MECHANICAL IMPINGEMENT OF THE SHOULDER:

Work with two MOBILE electrodes. Winback’s energy is emitted
between your hands. This use is very effective for complex joints like
the shoulder. The mobility means you can tackle an injury under the
blades and all the shoulder’s axis movements can be comfortably
treated in a few minutes. Your expertise will shine!
Finally, it’s really quick to get the patient ready, so stop missing
out on Winback!

WINBACK /

To use TECAR 3.0 you need to have an in-depth knowledge of
Winback energy. But it’s worth it, mastering Winback’s energy will
allow you to treat intractable conditions with ease.

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

Become a true expert with concentrated and dynamic energy.
Winback energy alternates between the two electrodes, allowing
you to give a very fast (less than 10 minutes) and concentrated
treatment on a joint or a narrowly targeted area of the body.
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TECAR 4.0 = 1 MOBILE ELECTRODE (MIX)
MIX is a natural evolution of the RET mode, whereby the active and passive electrodes have been placed
into a hand electrode.
The action is focused on the superficial layers situated between the two terminals. With the electrode 3 and
6, MIX is paired with powerful algorithms that dynamically control the electrodes’ terminals, thus regulating
the energy.

Its application is easy and quick to set up for the patient, as there is no need for the traditional return plate
to close the circuit.

WINBACK /
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ELECTRODES
MIX3 BODY & FACE
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ELECTRODES
MIX6 BODY

MIX3 OR 3 POLAR
(BODY & FACE).

MIX6 OR 6 POLAR
(BODY).

MIX3 offers a main electrode with 3
dynamic poles that switch successively
from emission to reception of current.
Two of the three poles are active
simultaneously. MIX3 comes in two
sizes. Body and Face follows the size
of the treatment zone or the fragility
of the epidermis. MIX3 is intended for
the surface layers of the skin. The MIX3
mode develops a unique frequency of
1 MHz, which is particularly suitable
for very superficial stimulation (a few
millimetres).

MIX6 features 6 transmitters /
receptors in the electrode which
are solicited by couple with a very
elaborate algorithm. The MIX6 is the
solution for the deeper and more
focused cutaneous zones. Without
a classic return plate, the multipolar
mode allows only a localised and
superficial ganglion stimulation
adapted to lymphatic tissues. This
focus on the ganglion results in
considerably accelerated lymphatic
drainage.
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What if Winback’s energy
made your life easier?
Winback’s energy also has other functions that can make your
treatment even more efficient. With less energy, you get results
that are more effective, longer lasting and more comfortable for
your patients. So why deprive yourself?

TOUCH & START
Cutting energy Winback when one of the two electrodes is not
in contact with the patient. His assisted mode can manage a
maximum of comfort during the Winback energy beaming. Touch
& Start managing intelligently evolves according to the power and
mobile functions you request.

DEEP CET
There is a second level of depth in CET, half-deep DEEPCET
allowing to get rid of faster tensions in depth while avoiding
overheating of the epidermis. The results show a more rapid
action in eliminating tensions (contracture and fibrosis) with an
energy twice as powerful.

SUPER PULSE
Accelerated defibrosis. The principle of this method is to increase
intensity during a very short and repetitive period. This forces the
areas that are poorly vascularized to start moving again. You save
your time: fibroses and contractures are freed twice as quickly.

BOOST
Stimulate treatment without assisted equipment management.
The power delivered is very efficient and offers a very dynamic
energy Winback. The steering energy Winback then requires
some experience in Winback treatments.

WINBACK /

LOW PULSE
The pulse mode allows you to maintain the desired Winback energy
biological stimulation while limiting the diathermy, particularly
in periods of acute inflammation. LOW PULSE optimizes the
stimulation of lymphatic ganglions, without diathermy effect.

W I NB ACK I N NOVATI ON

DYNAMIC
automatically scans all tissue layers on an area to eliminate tension
on the various superficial and deep layers. The frequency of the
energy changes automatically without your action.
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WINBACK ACADEMY

What if you could get connected to shared expertise?
Winback’s Academy is committed to sharing its knowledge with you and your colleagues all over the world.
Its training courses, forums and social networks are open to you. You can learn, exchange, and tell people
about this famous Winback energy which has convinced a record 95% of your colleagues.
The values that drive top level sport are WINBACK’s values too. So it’s natural that WINBACK is committed
to the sporting world. For example, WINBACK stands shoulder to shoulder with the medical commissions of
sporting federations for basketball, cycling, judo, swimming and football in numerous countries. WINBACK
has also won numerous tenders from prestigious professional clubs.

MYSART allows you to understand Winback energy and apply your own techniques to it. All innovations are
introduced so as to help you figure out all possible ways of manipulation. MYSTART sessions are regularly
organised in your area.
MyPRACTICE is a complete and highly useful training session to cover all physiotherapy applications. The
‘practical training’ places you in a work situation with pathologies you have to treat in your office. This
training allows you to discover new therapeutic domains as far as rehabilitation and health are concerned,
as well as sport, physiotherapy and beauty.

WINBACK /
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MyEXPERT is opened to all who have a good level of experience with Winback energy. All of our training
sessions are elaborated in collaboration with experts, as well as with recognised techniques and technologies.
Three sessions are available: MyExpert manual therapy – MyExpert Sport – MyExpert Beauty.
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I discovered the Tecartherapy
technique and quickly appreciated
the benefits both for patients who
quickly feel better than for my
ego which is finally satisfied with
a technique obtaining results on
persistent problems.
Pierre Blanc,
Therapist
It saves huge time for me! In fact, I
was able to quickly raise locks which
I had with manual therapy!
Winback is very rewarding for the
therapist because it significantly
increases the treatment speed!
Johan Quintard,
Therapist
I even get prescriptions from
colleagues for Winback energy,
the benefits are there, it is obvious.
I cared pro elite athletes playing
national teams and who feared
rejection after big injuries.

WINBACK /
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Alexandre Dauguet,
Therapist
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APPLYING WINBACK ENERGY

WINBACK’s energy will adapt to your gestures, so follow your instinct.

It’s up to WINBACK’s energy to adapt to your needs and not vice versa. This is why WINBACK gives you a
choice of different TECAR methods for applying its energy.
WINBACK’s energy has many faces: Intuitive, Versatile, Flexible and Compatible. It’s the result of close
collaboration with your colleagues with whom we have studied your manual skills, your fields of expertise,
your equipment and treatment times.

INTUITIVE

Don’t change the way you work, WINBACK’s energy will reinforce your
manual dexterity. Can be used with all known massage techniques,
manual therapy, structural therapy, osteopathy, vertebral techniques,
visceral manipulation, fascia therapy, Chinese medicine, cupping therapy,
bone setting massage, picking, scar massage, manual lymphatic drainage,
posturology, trigger point massage, the Mézières method, muscular chain
therapy.

FLEXIBLE

Organise your work time, WINBACK’s energy will offer you the ideal
TECAR protocol and configuration. Your time is precious and your diary
is constantly changing. You need to update and give an effective, quality
treatment. You can position the electrodes for an automated treatment in
only 1 minute. Or you can concentrate your energy locally for less than 10
minutes. It’s up to you.

COMPATIBLE

Can be used with your other equipment before, after or simultaneously. The
secret of WINBACK’s energy is its capacity to adapt to other equipment:
electrotherapy, cryotherapy, pressotherapy, vibration therapy, mechanical
roller massage, chromotherapy, prorioception cushion, Freeman board,
body weight suspension straps, resistance bands, taping.

WINBACK /
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VERSATILE
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Use WINBACK’s energy in all areas, following tried and tested and efficient
protocols: Physio, Sport and Beauty.
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WINBACK / P H YS I O

WINBACK / R E STO R E

YO U R B ODY

P H YS I O

RESTORE YOUR BODY
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WINBACK / P H YS I O

YO U R B ODY

WINBACK / R E STO R E

WINBACK can be used for any muscular or joint problems whether in
traumatology or rheumatology. Its natural, focused action means it can be
used in a huge range of other treatments such as painful lymphatic problems.
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TREATMENT

PAIN
The rapid elimination of pain is essential for effective re-education. The
therapist can begin more rapid and deeper treatment. The analgesic effect
lasts for more than 48 hours.

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
WINBACK’s energy optimises the mobilization of suction, pushing and
resorption and accelerate the manual techniques of Lymphatic Drainage. The
effects are immediate and the treatment concentrates on the mechanical
effects, that is, the rapid and effective evacuation of excess fluid.
Duration: 10 to 25 minutes. Number: 3 to 7 sessions
Frequency: 1 per week Intense: 3 per week

WINBACK / R E STO R E

WINBACK’s energy can be used with any acute or chronic conditions. In this
field you will see results from the treatment from the first session (increased
movement, analgesic effect, and revascularisation). The biological feedback
improves the healing process and limits fibroses.

YO U R B ODY

REHABILITATION
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YOU R B O DY

S PO RT

BOOST YOUR BODY
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INTERVIEW
OF CHEICK KONGO
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My name is Cheick Kongo,
a veteran of UFC and
B e l l a to r h e avywe i g h t
MMA fighter.
I would like to draw your
attention to WINBACK
Sport – a treatment that
has a big effect on my
own physiotherapy and
my ability to remain at the
highest level.

THE WINBACK COMMUNICATION
Winback is recognized by the sporting elite for its therapeutic properties and
provides a quick rehabilitation for the patient who receives the benefits from the
first session.
“He won back” word is often used to describe a top athlete returning to competition
after an injury. It is the essence of Winback’s energy.... to spead up your recovery!

THE STAFF

Federation : Royal Belgian Football Association - Poland National football team
French Basketball Federation - National Centre Federal FFBB Insep - French Judo
Federation - French Cycling Federation - Russian Fencing Federation.
Football : Bordeaux (Bordeaux) - Niort (Chamois Niort) - Paris PSG - Lorient
(Lorient) - Lyon (Olympique Lyonnais) - Nantes (Nantes) - Nice (OGC Nice) Valenciennes Valenciennes - Troyes (Troyes) - Rennes (Rennes) - Montpellier
(MHSC Foot) - Tours (Tours FC) - Nimes (Nîmes Olympique).
Basketball: Antibes (Shark) - Orleans (OLB) - Roanne (Chorale Roanne) - Landes
(Basket Landes).
Rugby: Biarritz Olympique - Union Bordeaux Bègles - USAP Perpignan.

WINBACK / B O OST

Sport is relevant for winback. It is therefore not surprising that winback engages
in sports. For example, in basketball, cycling, judo, swimming, football, Winback is
alongside the medical boards of sports federations in many countries . Winback
also won many tenders from large prestigious professional clubs.

YOU R B O DY

OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL TEAMS
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TREATMENT
How do I improve my performance? How can I play my favourite sport when
I have chronic pain? Or find an emergency sports physiotherapist after a
sporting accident? These are some of the questions to which WINBACK can
give answers through WINBACK Sport. Young athletes, top athletes, mature
women and sedentary or active seniors, all of us can be interested in the
WINBACK Sport range and not just for therapeutic uses.
WINBACK has a solid reputation with numerous top athletes who have had
WINBACK treatments and it’s no coincidence that many big professional
sporting clubs in the world of football, rugby, basketball and cycling use
WINBACK technology. WINBACK’s success is due to its technological
innovations and the speed with which it achieves results, even on conditions
that health professionals have deemed intractable.
Nowadays our technology provides the most comprehensive equipment for
the health care professional working in sports physiotherapy. The synergy
between health care professionals and WINBACK’s innovations means a fast
efficient response to the sportsperson’s needs.

EMERGENCY CARE
WINBACK Sport’s centres can take care of acute musculoskeletal injuries. The
earlier a professional treats the injury the more likely will be a quick efficient
return to sporting activity.

RECOVERY

WINBACK / S P ORT

After a competition, a deep massage with WINBACK equipment can efficiently
relax muscles that have been overstretched by the intense effort. The
stimulating but relaxing movements rapidly put the biomechanical structure
back in place whilst giving back muscle tone.
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PREVENTION
A sports physiotherapist needs to identify the biomechanical weaknesses of
the patient. This allows them to prescribe reinforcement and physiotherapy
programmes that will help prevent injuries. Then the sportsperson’s posture
can be corrected so they can avoid movements that increase weakness.
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YOU R B O DY
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CREAM
AMINO POWER
Improves performance, power and energy thanks to improved levels of
oxygen and nutrients.
20 minutes before sporting activity, rub onto the desired part of the body until
it is absorbed by the skin.
It is based on the amino acid ARGININE. Arginine is used to create nitric oxide
(NO) which dilates the blood vessels. This increases the blood flow, which
carries oxygen and other nutrients to the muscles. This also helps strengthen
the muscles and the immune system. The vasodilator effect of Arginine also
reduces the heart’s workload and so improves cardio-vascular performance.

Calms, relaxes and re-energises the body. Refreshes the body and ensures
optimal cooling and regeneration.
Massage on to the desired part of the body, after sport and after a shower, until
it is completely absorbed.
It is based on the amino acid GLUTAMINE. Glutamine is the most common
amino acid in the muscle cells. During physical exercise your stock of glutamine
is diminished and so your muscle cell volume is reduced. Glutamine helps
improve the storage of glycogen and hydrates the muscle cells. This improves
protein synthesis and the metabolism, which in turn improves the regeneration
process. Glutamine supplements play an important part in recovery, in
increasing muscle mass and in protection against muscular degeneration.
AMINO RECOVERY can be used by anyone trying to recover from a day of hard physical
work, or other intensive effort, in order to prevent muscle pain or cramps.

WINBACK / B O OST

AMINO RECOVERY

YOU R B O DY

Applying AMINO POWER to the chest approximately 20 minutes before a sporting
activity also improves your mental acuity and motivation.
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YOU R BO DY

B E AU T Y

RESHAPE YOUR BODY
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WINBACK / B E AU TY

WINBACK / R E S H AP E

WINBACK Beauty acts in synergy with your expertise to bring an efficient,
rapid and long lasting response to conditions that, up to now, have been
considered intractable. For example, fibrous cellulite, localised fat deposits,
abdominal ptosis…

YOU R BO DY

Because beauty is not to be taken lightly, WINBACK has developed treatments
specifically for your field. Your understanding of the body, and the complex
interlinking of the tissue, circulatory and neurological systems, make you an
expert in treating the body’s imperfections in a way that lasts.
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TREATMENT
ELIMINATE & DESTOCK
You can also use WINBACK to remodel difficult areas like the stomach, saddle
bags, or fibrous cellulite.
Reduction of all types of cellulite, fatty deposits and water retention.
WINBACK’s diathermic and circulatory effect has a direct action on all the
storage areas (stomach, hips, thighs). A reduction in volume reduces the
pressure on the hypodermis causing the orange peel effect to fade. WINBACK
is ideal for aiding slimming and deep seated imperfections.
Example of Physiopathology: Fibrous Cellulite. Analgesic action, then remove adhesions
with a localised hyperthermia. Technique: Gentle massage then a focused treatment of
kneading with TECAR 3.0 (DUAL MOBILE) to release tensions.
Example of Physiopathology: Localised fatty deposits. Cellular activation - Diathermy.
Technique: stimulus of the reflexes and lymph nodes. A deep massage with TECAR 1.0
(MOBILE FIX) will provoke local stimulation and begin the process of destockage away
from the zone.

TONE & STRENGTHEN

WINBACK / B E AU TY

TECAR’s energy regenerates and revitalises all the layers of the skin by deep
stimulating the body’s natural resources. From the first session, the face will
retrieve a stunning natural glow.
Regeneration of the skin and exfoliation of imperfections. WINBACK stimulates
fibroblasts and encourages the production of collagen and elastin, making it
look firmer. Selective heating of tissue encourages the skin to tighten thanks
to its action on the collagen. The deep action of the MIX heads concentrates
energy in the skin layers.
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Example of Physiopathology: Abdominal ptosis. Cellular activation (visceral and
muscular). Manual mobilisation combined with physio exercises or equipment to
reinforce muscles. Use the TECAR 2.0 (DUAL FIX)
Example of Physiopathology: Slack skin. Reactivate the fibroblast and micro capillaries...
Use TECAR 4.0 locally with a light body/face massage to reach all the layers of the skin.

A professional who is equipped with WINBACK isn’t worried by these
physiopathologies. WINBACK works with your expertise, your method of
working, your treatment time, and, of course, the client’s physiological profile,
to offer an appropriate response.
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YOU R BO DY
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CREAM
LA SCULP
L.A. SCULP - Tones, eliminates waste, re-shapes the body
Very effective in the struggle against fatty build-up, orange peel and loose
skin. The excess skin is tightened, leaving the skin firmer.
Apply twice daily, in the morning and evening, on the desired parts of the body,
massaging until it is completely absorbed by the skin. It is also recommended
20 minutes before a sporting activity.
L.A. SCULP is made from:
Carnitine - an amino acid which plays an important role in destroying fat. When fat
from the blood vessels is absorbed in the muscles, carnitine oversees its movement
to our power stations (the mitochondria). In the mitochondria the fat is used to create
energy which powers our muscular contractions. Carnitine, sport and exercise are a great
combination to stimulate fat burning.

WINBACK / R E S H AP E

YOU R BO DY

Delipidol - a molecule which inhibits and reduces the growth of fatty cells. A placebocontrolled study has shown that fatty cells diminish by an average of 7.5%. This increases
the ratio of muscle to fat, making your skin firmer. What’s more, it has anti-oxidant
properties and reduces fat build-up. Delipidol is an active agent that is very effective
against cellulite. L.A. SCULP cream also contains caffeine, guarana and liquorice.
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P H YS I O - S P ORT - BE AUT Y

EQUIPMENT

RANGE WINBACK
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And if the design was joining innovation?

DESIGN

The design associates efficiency and lightness at the core of modern ever evolving
upgrade technologies. Right from the start, our team has been able to combine
high quality with the optimization of high frequency currents by using new
electronic components and the most sought after manufacturing methods in the
medical field.

WINBACK / E QU I P M E NT

Our research and development
team blends quality and optimisation of high-frequency current
by utilizing new electrical components and new, more stringent
manufacturing methods. The
shapes of our machines evoke
the efficiency and lightness that
is the core of embedded and
scalable technology.
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WINBACK RANGE

WINBACK /

P H YS I O - S P ORT - BE AUT Y

The Winback Range offers an uncluttered style, previously unseen within TECAR
technologies. Elegance with a structure allowing room for accessories, it can be
operated via an interactive screen. Its shape and modular design are perfectly
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WINBACK / E QU I P M E NT

THE MORE BACK 1S
Winback energy with minimum weight
Our Back 1S offers all the benefits of Winback
technology in a form you can carry with you
anywhere. Its secure carrying case allows you
to transport your Back 1S with total ease, greatly
increasing the speed of your response, and with
maximum efficiency!

Applications: PHYSIO - SPORT.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
TECAR 2.0 : 1 FIXED CET / 1 FIXED RET
(rectangular electrodes)
TECAR 3.0 : MOBILE electrode (return plate)

Standards: CE MEDICAL
2 years warranty equipment - 1 year accessories.
Manufactured under ISO9001 standards - ISO14385 KIWA 1984.

WINBACK /

SUPPLIED IN 1.0 TECAR
MOBILE CET / DEEPCET : 2 electrodes of different
size for focus or radial action
MOBILE RET : 2 electrodes of different size for
small and large surfaces
FIXED: return plate + 10 adhesive plates FLEX

P H YS I O - S P ORT - BE AUT Y

FEATURES
Power: 		
CET 400 VA – RET 100 Watts
Frequency:
500 KHz & 300 KHz
Function :
Dynamic – Low pulse
		
Super pulse - Boost
Training:
MySTART
Weight : 4 kg.
Carrying case in option
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WINBACK / E QU I P M E NT

THE MORE THE BACK3 SERIES
Your needs change ? BACK 3 too!
BACK 3 moves easily from one room to another in a cabinet. His cradle and trolley offers the ideal setting to
share equipment between therapists. Widely deployed, the BACK 3 is the most acclaimed range winback
equipment. The other advantage of back3 is its ability to evolve in a 3S configuration BACK to BACK 3SE or
future innovations.

Domaines d’application : PHYSIO – SPORT.

Domaines d’application : PHYSIO – SPORT - BEAUTY

FEATURES
Power: 		
Frequency:
Function :
		
Training:
Trolley & cradle

FEATURES
Power: 		
Frequency:
Function :
		
Training:
Trolley & cradle

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
TECAR 2.0 : 1 FIXED CET / 1 FIXED RET
(rectangular electrodes)
TECAR 3.0 : MOBILE electrode (return plate)

Standards: CE MEDICAL
2 years warranty equipment - 1 year accessories.
Manufactured under ISO9001 standards - ISO14385 KIWA 1984.

SUPPLIED IN 1.0 TECAR
MOBILE CET / DEEPCET : 2 electrodes of different
size for focus or radial action
MOBILE RET : 2 electrodes of different size for
small and large surfaces
FIXED: return plate + 10 adhesive plates FLEX
SUPPLIED IN 4.0 TECAR
MIX3 (Body) - MIX6 (Body) – MIX3 (Face)

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
TECAR 2.0 : 1 FIXED CET / 1 FIXED RET
(rectangular electrodes)
TECAR 3.0 : MOBILE electrode (return plate)

Standards: CE MEDICAL
2 years warranty equipment - 1 year accessories.
Manufactured under ISO9001 standards - ISO14385 KIWA 1984.

P H YS I O - S P ORT - BE AUT Y

SUPPLIED IN 1.0 TECAR
MOBILE CET / DEEPCET : 2 electrodes of different
size for focus or radial action
MOBILE RET : 2 electrodes of different size for
small and large surfaces
FIXED: return plate + 10 adhesive plates FLEX

CET 400 VA – RET 100 Watts
1 Mhz, 500 KHz & 300 KHz
Dynamic – Low pulse
Super pulse - Boost
MySTART - MyPRACTICE - MyBEAUTY
accessories

WINBACK /

CET 400 VA – RET 100 Watts
500 KHz & 300 KHz
Dynamic – Low pulse
Super pulse - Boost
MySTART - MyPRACTICE
accessories
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500 centres ouverts dans le monde

WINBACK

885 Av du Docteur Lefebvre, Twins 2
06270 Villeneuve Loubet - France

T. +33 (0)4 93 08 85 81
contact@winback.com
www.winback.com

